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life, tat withers otir every hope; tbwarta—gevcrment founded on » compromise, or a balance 
the simplest desire; seduces ta most naaom^» ef interest,-** detimee of mere samara oq ta one 
expectation ; that -makes me* and inUKttvi. à aie or $e«tlltr, gras becomes pot only indefemitie,; i?: ^ 
laughing stock; that brings the most earnest en- but immoral and undemocratic. Written to expit ,
deavor to a piece of bread ; tat corroded with thè 'the individual, it subjects him to a new tyranny— % ,
vitrol of gain the ante, the heart, the soul, even life the will of ta majority. For Us sufferings *1' can- V
itself ; and destroys in the dripping crucibles of ^ sen nee or m property, it effete irira the consoling ill* %
Capital the mage of hum a nity. formation that his individual will, being eontipary'to

the general will, is wrong, and, in fact, not-hif'm- 
tention at all!
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the system by which alone they live, the new social 
internals, servitors of the new humanity, now devel
oped and organised, take control and build, like the 
fragile corals, a new life and nature on a wider 
cycle of development, on the ruins of the old that has 
perished.

Obviously man plays a part—and an increasing 
part— in the drama. Yet, so far, the limitations of 
liis ancient heritage confine him to the role of crea
ture. The game itself, its power and sense and 
sweep is latent in the environing media. Within 
that environment man is compelled to act, and to act 
in accordance with vironing need. So he is the child 
of his circumstances. He does not contrive ; he fol
io wa He does not devise custom ; he submits to it. 
He does not create his conditions ; he accepts them. 
Ont of his ever great and changing necessity he is 
forced to struggle against his conditions. And in 
this struggle he learns both to contrive, to devise 
and create. But he is also forced, by the laws of his 
development, to create, along with his devices, a 
new web of circumstance which enmeshes bim as 
irrevocably as the series that went before. While 
at the same time the law of his being urges him to 
prune the rose bush of desire to the contour of Ms 
tccostom. It is only society itself, threatened in itz 
satisfactions and preservation, that can inaugurate 
the tremendous task of widening the borders of its 
habitude. And then only when its life forces, driven 
in on themselves, are compelled to new outlets for 
their spontaneous energies, new vestments for their 
modified progeny.

As a working class party, a party claiming the 
interests of the wealth produce re, i.e.. therefor, 
Socialism, is it not evident that if we 
withm the rules of the game we cannot dance to the 
piping of exigent opportunity! Non-socialist parties 
cannot serve the workers and retain political place.

* Even if their policies did contain gems of value they 
would be useless; because, if they were not truly 
evaluated by those who must give them effect, they 
would be jockeyed out of court and memory. If 
such contrivances were useful wotrta we be the “in
telligent electorate” of todây! Or conversely,' 
would an intelligent appreciation of political society 
require such devices! Every party going its oy-n 
way, after its own light, and functioning, is neither 
h help nor a principle Such division is only an
other sign of the incidence of Capitalist oppression 
that, m growing extremity, forces man self interest
ed against man, and group in conflict against group. 
Primarily it will neither be our arguments nor our 
appeal than can weld their refractory antagonisms. 
It will be the-mighty Napoleon of finance that will 
whelm in defeat those separate interests and merge 
them in the percept of a common ideal. To func
tion together in unity we must have a common prin
ciple. And a common principle implies a common 
thought. Without that thought, function and prin
ciple are but masks, jostling in the market place of 
opportunity. Indeed, the function of an organisa
tion derives from its principle. It serves its in
terests; gives it vitality. It is the sping on which its 
objective turns ; and (socially speaking) if it does 
not pivot on fact, it will pivot on confusion. All 
labor bodies arë but vendors of commodities, mer
cantile or political As such they function, for such 
» their principal. And in the act, they betray them
selves—and us. And to dream of collusion with 
such is to prove ourselves quaint votaries of Queen 
Hab.
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>To advance the cause of labor is to advance So- Vi- cialism. And to serve Socialism is to plead the 
cause of1 Socialism. Not fraternity or affiliation ; not 
conciliation or custom ; neither expediency nor com
promise. None of those things. But what it is;— 
the democratic control of the common means of

m
(To be continued.)
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(Continued from page 6)
virtues vf allegiance, piety, servility, graded dignity, 
class prerogative, and prescriptive authority would 
greatly conduce to popular content and to the 
facile management of affairs. Such is the promise 
held out by a strenuous national policy.

The reversions! trend given by warlike ex
perience and warlike preoccupations, it is plain, 
does not set backward to the regime of natural lib
erty Modern business principles and the modern 
scheme of civil rights and constitutional government 
rest on natural-rights ground. But the system of 
natural rights is a halfway house. The warlike cul
ture takes back to a more archaic situation that pre
ceded the scheme of natural rights, via. the system 
of absolute government, dynastie politics, devolu
tion of rights and honors, ecclesiastical authority, 
and popular submission and squalor. It makae not 
for a reinstatement of the Natural Bights of Man 
but for a reversion to the Grace of God.

(To be continued)

—-SMIfTEfei social-life, for the single- heritage -of society. Most 
workers will listen ; for it pulses with terrible real
ity. Some will accept for their life proves a witness 
to its truth.
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And those who turn away from our 
paltry logic with disdain will give ear to the impreg
nable logic of time. When we do that, we do all the 
conditions will effectively allow. When we see that, 
we can be sidetracked no more. Ami when we have
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machine, and alone rend ere legitimate civil engage
ments which without that would be absurd, tyran
nical. and subject to great abuse.”

In the formulation of this general will, all indi
viduals share alike. Here Rousseau proclaims the 
doctrine of absolute political equality with a veng
eance. If the state, he says, is composed of ten thous
and citizens, then each member of the state has one 
ten-thousandth part of the sovereign authority. If 
the people is composed of one bundled thousand 
men, then the citizen’s suffrage is reduced to a hun
dred-thousandth part, and he has obviously ten times 
less influence in the formation of the laws. Hence it 
follows, declares the philosopher, “that the lar «er 
the state becomes, the less liberty there is.”

But Rousseau is face to face with the fact that 
unanimity among citizens is impossible and that the 
general will cannot be the will of the whole ten 
thousand or the whole hundred thousand, as the case 
may be, but must, perforce, be the will of a certain 
fraction of the citizens. He boldly meets the. prob
lem, and following the old philosophera he holds that 
the exercise of sovereignty is by majority. The gen
eral will of which he makes so much, is'in practice, 
the will of the majority. With fine confidence he 
contends that the will of the majority is right and 
works for the good of the state. The minority is 
wrong ; it is nothing, because it follows from the 
rature of the social contract that the minority must 
accept the decrees of the majority. With courage 
of his convictions, he says; “When, however, the 
opinion contrary to mine prevails, it only shows that I ParHaalsm 
I was mistaken, and that what I had supposed to be fi oMitolfteTpiaBta
general will was not general. If ray individual opin- f The Triumph of Ufa_____

Pts ai be it____ ___________
Social Revolution (Kaotaky)

other than I had intended, and then I should not J origin of Bpeetea (Darwin) 
have been free.”
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As he contemplates the consequences of this bold 
doctrine Rousseau shrinks -a bit. There a limit 
even to the self-abnegation of the reformer. In 
Chapter VI of the Fourth Book Rousseau safeguards 
the oppressed minority in certain fundamental mat
ters by requiring an extraordinary majority of two- 
thirds—even throe-fourths in pome eases. But thé
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is rather an afterthought, though a very serious one.
It dees not vitally affect his extreme doctrines ef The 
individualisatiop. Neither did it check materially 

To get Socialism we must want it. To Want it the fateful consequence» of his general doctrine of 
we must know it. And the teacher who must prove universal male equality. Rousseau is aware of the 
it to as is social experience. There is no short cut dangers of knere numerical majorities, but he cannot 
to it It cannot be forced upon us. It is not a escape altogether the résulta of his general levelling ™ 
chance resultant. It will not descend upon us like down. There is simply a limit to which he can allow 
thé mantle of Elijah. We cannot jump the wall of the logic of his argument to-carry him. Just as he 
environment; and we will not take it from a plate. ‘ exelüdeswogjy^from his people” so he sets some 
That is, we will not accept it—in the mass—by argu- metes anSflooundsto the doings of the mere majority, 
merit. It sfuM spring, like Athena, grown and pan- Nothing further need be «aid to show how revelu-
opBsd, from the jealous monster who wouldwtifie its tionary was 'Rousseau's -doctrine fort tl>* old order, * 
advent. It must come, like an armed man, eon- or for any order. Under.it-the rights and property < 
sdeos of its power. It moat come, dear eyed, pea- of aR groupe end all .qfasaes become subject <to the ^ 
donate with reality, out of the fever and tumult of mB <uf 'thé numerical majority. . Any system of
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